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ABSTRACT
In this study, the laser drilling parameters of a Nd:YAG ultrashort pulsed laser are
evaluated to produce zero taper through holes on silicon nitride ceramics. Manufacturing of
ceramics is expensive and difficult because of the mechanical and thermal properties of
ceramics, limiting applications. Additionally, the high level hardness of the ceramic can affect
the ceramic and the manufacturing tool. There is a need to explore non-contact machining such
as laser machining to expand the uses of ceramics in industry applications.
In order to accomplish this goal, understanding of the physical mechanisms that occurs
while laser ablation is needed. Furthermore, the minimum energy needed for ablation of silicon
nitride must be established as well as the energy for drilling. With that data, initial drilling matrix
can be determined with the specific parameters (hatch spacing, scanning speed, percent power).
Then, each parameter can be individually examined to determine the influence on the drilling
operation and optimize the parameters. The drilled holes will be characterized by the
cylindricity, taper, and taper angle. Utilizing a laser system in the femtosecond pulse width will
allow drilling of holes with minimal heat affected zone and stress build up. An issue seen
throughout the drilling operation is the formation of a shear lip at the entrance of the hole. The
shear lip distorts the entrance hole and appears larger than it is. Experimental studies are
performed on silicon nitride disks, in specific drilling operations to examine drilling parameters
that will achieve a zero taper through hole.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Laser machining by ablation is a non-contact process for advanced manufacturing,
offering flexibility to a wide range of materials that can be machined and a range of structures
that can be produced [1]. A pulsed laser is employed for the study. A pulsed laser emits light at
certain pulse width and repetition rate. The duration of the pulse categorizes lasers into long
pulsed and ultrashort pulsed. Ultrashort pulsed laser falls in the picosecond or femtosecond pulse
width, whereas long pulsed lasers are in the microsecond time domain [2]. Long pulsed lasers
can achieve higher removal rates but lack in surface structure and accuracy [3]. An ultrashort
pulsed laser is utilized for micromachining of materials, such as ceramics, which exhibit high
hardness and brittleness. Laser machining is preferred due to its ability to machine without the
effects of microcracking, no excess debris, and no heat transfer to the surrounding material.
Femtosecond laser is an ultrashort pulsed laser with a pulse width on the order of femtoseconds
(fs). Conventional manufacturing yields damage on the material. Femtosecond pulsed lasers play
a significant role in precision micromachining and have been shown to produce well defined
cuts. Additionally, this non-contact process can micromachine with minimal mechanical or
thermal damage to the substrate.
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Figure 1.1 – Illustration of Laser Drilling
Femtosecond laser machining is ultrashort pulsed machining in the pulse width of (fs).
The laser beam exits the laser head and directs the path through a mirror system leading to a
galvanometer scanner and exiting the galvo scanner targets the sample on the stage as illustrated
in Figure 1.1. In microelectronics, femtosecond laser machining is used to produce laser induced
periodical structures (LIPSS). LIPSS are ripple like structures on the surface of dielectric
materials and semiconductors. The ripple formation can be applied to microelectronics and
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), the purpose is to fabricate gratings and the surface
texture enhances the surface adhesion and improves performance of microdevices [4]. Another
application where fs lasers are useful is in photovoltaics. Photovoltaic cells convert sunlight
directly into electricity, it is made from semiconductor material such as silicon. The efficiency of
the photovoltaic cell can be increased by irradiating the surface and producing nanospikes that
reduce the incident solar light reflections, this increasing light absorbed. Fs laser can successfully
machine 1 mm2 area structures on the surface of a solar cell [5].
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Figure 1.2 – Application of Laser Drilling (a) cooling holes on turbine blade [6] (b) brain drain
catheter on medical grade silicone [7]
In medicine, there has been an increase in the application of fs lasers. Biomaterials are
widely used in medical devices as vascular stents; however, machining with long pulsed lasers
has shown heat affected zone (HAZ) that alters metallurgical and mechanical properties. Altering
the properties causes embrittlement and defects which must be avoided to prevent the breakdown
of the stent when placed in human bodies. Using ultrashort pulsed lasers like fs laser facilitates
processing and there is minimal HAZ production. Additionally, fs laser machining reduces the
time cost of manufacturing medical devices [8]. Another medical use for laser drilling is in
manufacturing brain draining catheters out of medical grade silicone as shown in Figure 1.2b.
Cooling holes on turbine blades compromises the surface integrity of the turbine blade.
Microcracks starting from the walls of cooling holes account for 80% of blade fractures. This is
because conventional fabrication of the cooling holes by electrical discharge machining (EDM)
generates thermal defects such as microcracks, recast layer and HAZ. Hence, a fs laser drilling is
employed to fabricate and enhance the quality of the cooling holes to improve reliability and
service life as shown in Figure 1.2a. Using fs laser drilling minimizes microcracks and HAZ to
the surrounding material [9].
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Figure 1.3 – Laser material ablation of a glass target by a nanosecond (left) and femtosecond
(right) [10]
A glass target machined with a nanosecond (ns) pulse width laser and a fs laser is
compared in Figure 1.3 [10]. The top right image shows the clean and uniform entrance achieved
with a fs laser and the bottom right shows the clean and distinctive corners of the sample.
Although there are many advantages to using a fs laser for drilling purposes, some disadvantages
do exist. For instance, if the material is too thick, it may be difficult to produce clean deatures, as
well as the potential for HAZ development on the sample surface.
1.2 Research Objectives
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The objective is to leverage the capabilities of an ultrashort pulsed laser to machine
Silicon Nitride through holes with zero taper and a 1:4 aspect ratio. Additionally, optimizing the
drilling parameters for silicon nitride for precision drilling will be evaluated.
The objective will be to achieve the following goals:
(1) Establish the minimum energy for vaporization required for silicon nitride and energy for
laser drilling. Develop initial drilling parameters for through holes, using minimum
energy for vaporization and laser drilling energy. Use literature to determine and replicate
drilling parameters on ceramics and silicon nitride.
(2) Build and conduct test matrices for hatch spacing, power percentage, and repetition rate
to improve precision of through holes on 3-mm and 4-mm thick disks. The holes will be
examined in terms of cylindricity, taper, and taper angle.
1.3 Organization
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 will discuss the background to include the
mechanisms and physics behind femtosecond laser machining, and the importance of the
processing parameters. Chapter 3 will describe the subject material, Silicon Nitride, including the
chemistry, material properties, and dimensions. Followed by Chapter 4, where the laser system
and laser parameters are described. Chapter 5 focuses on laser drilling in particular preliminary
results, the scientific approach, and the test matrix of the laser drilling operation. Chapter 6
examines the characterization results and discussion for each of the matrices performed. Finally,
Chapter 7 will offer an overview of the conclusions of the study and consider future work.
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CHAPTER 2 – BACKGROUND
2.1 Introduction
Femtosecond laser machining is employed in various demanding applications, including
circuit boards that require precise micromachining. The introduction of these fast and precise
lasers allows for better performance in industrial settings, as well as economic ease in drilling of
certain materials. Femtosecond laser machining operates by the physics of laser ablation where a
laser beam is focused on a target material and removes material from a localized area [11]. Laser
ablation is a promising technology, offering flexibility to machine across the classes of materials
(Metals, Ceramics, Polymers, and Composites) and, using precisely controlled optics, is capable
of drilling complex structures [1].
(a) Pulsed Laser Emission

(b) Continuous Wave Laser Emission

Figure 2.1 – Pulsed laser vs continuous wave [12]
2.2 Pulsed Laser
Lasers are characterized by being pulsed or continuous wave (cw). The difference
between the two laser types is based on the width of the laser emission. A pulsed laser works
with the optical power appearing in pulses of a certain pulse width and repetition rate as shown
in Figure 2.1a. A continuous wave laser works with a steady output power, it remains on until
stopped, as shown in Figure 2.1b, an optical power vs time graph is shown, and the output is
steady. The peak, minimum, and average powers are approximately identical in continuous wave
[12].
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Within a pulsed laser, the time from the beginning of one pulse to the next is the period,
Δt. The pulse width (pulse duration), τ, is the time measured throughout a pulse, measured in fs.
The peak power, (Ppeak), is the highest instantaneous optical power emitted. The repetition rate,
frep, measured in Hz, is the frequency at which the laser pulses are emitted, and it is the reciprocal
of the period. The repetition rate is an important parameter for influencing the material ablation.
Advantages of using pulsed lasers are short pulses and long periods may protect samples from
overheating by allowing them to cool between pulses. Short pulses with high peak powers and
long periods may ablate surface materials and minimally heat the surrounding area. Femtosecond
pulsed laser machining is investigated in this study for its advantages such as no melting, no
cracking, and no development of residual stresses.
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Figure 2.2 – Physical Mechanisms of Laser Drilling Illustrate showing [13]
2.3 Physical Mechanism of Laser Drilling
To conduct laser drilling, an understanding of the physical mechanisms is needed. Three
types of phenomena are observed: Melt Expulsion, Hot Ablation and Cold Ablation. The time
domain ranges from µs to fs, the mechanisms can overlap due to the time domains.
Melt expulsion is described as a combination of evaporation and melting. When pulse
width is increased to the µs time domain, the energy is used causes melting. Laser irradiation
produces a melt pool on the material surface, melting an initial material layer. The melt pool will
continue to be irradiated causing an increase in temperature. This will promote evaporation and
exert a recoil pressure [14], giving momentum to the molten material and overcoming the inertia
8

of the melt pool [13]. Recoil pressure will form a depression on the surface, then the liquid will
be pushed sideways and cause a deeper penetration until the molten material is out of the hole
[15]. A concern with melt expulsion is the buildup of recast at the drilled wall, occurring as the
melt pool begins to cool down. To slow down the formation of recast, the melt pool settled along
the drilled wall needs to be heated, to allow the heat to be released into the solid [14].

Figure 2.3 – Wavelength of Long versus Short Pulsed Lasers and the Ablation Threshold [16]
Ablation is the process of removing material from a solid. The ablation threshold is the
minimum fluence (optical energy delivered per unit area) required for material removal shown in
Figure 2.2 by the solid blue line. Plasma absorption threshold (dotted green) is the threshold
where the radiation interacts with the ablated material in the gaseous phase, observed for long
pulse durations. Maximum pulse energy (green shaded area) is the domain where ablation is
active. The area available for ablation depends on the laser specification and material properties.
Finally, the critical state threshold (dashed red) is where temperatures may be reaching that
9

critical area, if so an equation of state (EOS) is used to characterize the appearance of the drilling
[12]. An EOS relates pressure, temperature and volume and determines the state of the gas at
given conditions [17].
With long pulses most of the pulse energy is not used for ablation, instead it is wasted, as
seen on Figure 2.3. The wasted energy works at spreading heat into the surrounding material and
can cause damage. Additionally, not enough of the usable pulse energy reaches the ablation
threshold (dashed line). A shorter pulse is more efficient at material removal, by delivering more
of its usable pulse energy above the ablation threshold. With short pulses widths the drilling
process is maximized while effects such as heat affected zone is minimized [2].
Additionally, another processing domain known as hot ablation exists for time scale
around 100 picoseconds (ps). During hot ablation, the photon temperature and electron
temperature are beginning to return to a common temperature (equilibrium) known as relaxation.
The condensed and gaseous phases do not reach equilibrium because they are separated by the
evaporation front. Hot ablation mainly causes evaporation, occurring while the phonon system
approaches thermodynamical equilibrium [14].
Cold ablation is described as material vaporizing, with almost no heat conduction, thus
there is a slight amount of molten material and limited recast layer buildup, taking place in the
condensed state [14]. It is initiated as the laser pulse interacts with the solid material and
absorption of radiation occurs [18]. In this case, thermalization is the process of the electrons and
the phonon system reaching thermal equilibrium. During absorption, electrons go from ground
state to an excited state causing ionization, which is the process of converting neutral atoms into
electrically charged atoms [19] The excited electrons break the chemical bonds and ablation
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occurs [20]. The advantage of cold ablation is the solid matter will convert into cold plasma,
leaving no time for there to be an accumulation of heat to spread away from direct absorption.

Figure 2.4 – Disadvantages of Machining with a Long Pulse Laser [21]
2.4 Appearance of Laser Drilling
The appearance of drilled holes when using long pulse and short pulse lasers are
dramatically different due to the physical mechanisms involved. Long pulsed lasers refer to
widths ranging in the nanosecond or milliseconds (ms) time domain. The physical mechanism
taking place is melt expulsion, as mentioned during melt expulsion the surface is irradiated to
produce a melt pool and the pressure allows the melt pool to sink further down to produce depth
[13]. The process develops a recast layer on the surface and the walls of the drilled hole and
damages the surface causing imprecise machining as shown in Figure 2.4. The continued laser
irradiation allows for evaporation of the excess material to be ejected and settle on to the surface.
11

The blue area is a surface coating. It shows that the long pulse lasers can cause delamination of
surface coating. Due to thermal expansion mismatch between the base material and coating. Heat
transfer into the material surrounding the hole can produce a heat affected zone, shock waving,
and microcracking near the drilling site [22]. Drilling with melt expulsion is highly inconsistent
and generally not acceptable in industry applications [14].

Figure 2.5 – Advantages of Machining with Ultrashort Pulse Laser [21]
In short-pulsed lasers, the pulse width is considerably shorter than the time required for
energy transfer between the photon system and electrons of the material. The material is heated
rapidly and reaches the vapor phase without reaching the melting point temperature due to
absorption. The physical mechanism involved is cold ablation; the heat conduction is limited
causing no heat transfer to the surrounding material as shown in Figure 2.5. A reduction of
thermal effects will be observed for short pulse widths, minimizing microcracks and shock wave
12

areas. Since vaporization does not occur, there is no chance for the buildup of a recast layer or a
damaged surface. The plasma plume seen in Figure 2.5 is an accumulation of the solid material
that will be absorbed after the laser pulse has ended. The plasma will either be absorbed to the
surface or with the use of a fume extractor, it can be extracted. The result will be a more precise
and smooth ablated area. Additionally, materials with high thermal conductivities are important
to fs laser ablation due to the stable properties and chemical composition [22].
2.5 Energy for Vaporization
Laser machining is driven by the physics of photon-matter interaction where a coherent
beam of photons transmits heat energy into matter. Given a high enough energy density and rate
of heat transfer the matter has the propensity to vaporize/ablation (at low pulse widths i.e. pico
and femtoseconds) or melt/fusion (high pulse widths, i.e. nanoseconds or greater) [13]. Wilson
proposed a method for calculating the energy (in kJ) to vaporize a given mass, m (in kg) as
follows
𝐸𝑣 = 𝑚[𝐶𝑆 (𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇) + 𝐶𝐿 (𝑇𝑣 − 𝑇𝑚 ) + 𝐿𝑓 + 𝐿𝑣 ]

(1)

where T is the initial Temperature, Tm is the melting temperature, Tv is the boiling
temperature, CS and CL are the solid and liquid specific heat capacity respectively, and Lf and Lv
are the latent heat of fusion and vaporization [23]. When the following conditions are true,
𝐿𝑓 ≪ 𝐿𝑣 ,

𝑇 ≪ 𝑇𝑣 ,

𝐶𝑆 ≫ 𝐶𝐿 = 𝐶

(2)

Then the energy calculation simplifies to
𝐸𝑣 = 𝑚(𝐶𝑇𝑣 + 𝐿𝑣 )

(3)

Conversely, a similar equation has been developed for calculating the energy deposited
into a sample by laser machining as a function of the laser parameters [24].
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CHAPTER 3 – MATERIAL

Ø27.78-mm
31.75-mm

(a)

(b)

Ø81-mm

3-mm

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1 – Extra-Strength Silicon-Nitride ceramic disc (a) dimensions (b) photograph
3.1 Material Properties and Chemical Composition
The material chosen for this study is commercially available Silicon Nitride (Si 3N4)
catalog no. 693N15 from McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst, IL, USA. Two different silicon nitride disks
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are utilized for the study. An 81-mm x 3-mm circular disk of proprietary information is
employed for preliminary testing, the material will be known as Material X. The second disk is a
27.78 mm x 31.75 mm purchased from McMaster-Carr. The disk will be known as McMasterCarr. Chemical composition and material properties are not provided for Material X. Therefore,
the properties from Si3N4 obtained from McMaster-Carr will be assumed for the 81-mm x 3-mm
plate (Material X). Silicon nitride is a compound, its chemical composition is listed in Table 3.1.
Silicon nitride is difficult to sinter because of the strong covalent bonding between Si and N
atoms. Therefore, the additives, alumina and yttria, help in the densification of sintering Si3N4
[25].
Table 3.1 – Chemical Composition of Si3N4 [26]
Chemical Composition
Aluminum Oxide
Silicon Nitride
Yttria

(wt%)
5
85
10

Ceramic is fired into a disk form of approximately 27.78 mm in diameter and 31.75 mm
in depth as shown in Figure 3.1a. Silicon Nitride shows characteristics of high hardness, extreme
brittleness, and wear resistance. Some of the mechanical and thermal properties are listed below
in Table 3.2 [26]. Applications of Silicon Nitride include cutting tools and creating turbine rotors
and blades. Silicon Nitride is employed as an orthopedic biomaterial in the medical industry [27].
Another application is within micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), where it is used as thin
films [28]. Furthermore, it is used in demanding applications, where strength and fracture
toughness are required at elevated temperatures and extreme environments.
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Table 3.2 – Material Properties [26]
Hardness (MPa)
Youngs Modulus (GPa)
Tensile Strength (MPa)
Compressive Strength (MPa)
Thermal Conductivity (W/(m·K))
Melting Temperature (K)
Specific Heat (J/ (kg · K))

Mechanical
8000-30500
166-297
60-525
524-5500
Thermal
20
2661-2769
673-1100

Although there are many applications for Silicon Nitride as a favored material, the
manufacturing of a hard material make utilizing it difficult. Manufacturing with laser machining
is a non-contact form of machining and can successfully cut, drill, and etch through silicon
nitride. It does not require additional labor as most laser systems are pre-programmed. Laser
systems are used for micro-machining but can also drill through samples up to 5 mm thick. The
research focuses on seeking to drill zero-taper through holes on 3 mm and 4 mm thick samples.
With this possible, laser systems can be utilized for large scale part manufacturing of silicon
nitride ceramics. Hence, the ceramics applications can expand.
3.2 Energy for Vaporization of Si3N4
The equation used to estimate the energy of vaporization of silicon nitride is simplified to
Equation 3. Equation 3 utilizes the material properties of the material such as the specific heat
capacity, C, the boiling point, Tv, and the latent heat of vaporization, Lv. To estimate the energy of
vaporization, Ev, assumptions had to be made, to include,
1. Using the Rule of Mixtures equation and the thermal properties of Silicon and
Nitrogen, Lv, can be estimated. The Lv, is assume because there is no value for
pure silicon nitride.
16

2. The Tv of Silicon Dioxide (SiO2) is used because the boiling point of silicon
nitride is not available. When silicon nitride is exposed to elevated temperatures, a
silicon dioxide layer forms on the surface.
3. The specific heat capacity, C, used in Equation 3 is a known material property of
Si3N4.
4. To find mass, m, the equation m=ρ∙V will be used.
Once the assumptions have been applied to Equation 3, the Ev of Si3N4 is estimated to be
74.14 µJ. The energy estimated is the energy needed to ablate a depth of 20 µm. Additionally,
the energy estimated does not exceed the energy capabilities of the laser system, where the
maximum, energy the laser system provides is 3000̲ µJ. Furthermore, now the energy of laser
drilling can be compared to the energy of vaporization of Si3N4. The energy of laser drilling will
be calculated from the laser parameters, based on Equation 4.
3.3 Form & Dimension
A Silicon Nitride disk is used for the study. An 81-mm x 3-mm circular plate is employed
for the preliminary work of the research. Then a 27.78-mm x 4-mm circular plate is employed
for additional testing.
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4.2 mm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.2 – Si3N4 bulk material (a) cut by precision saw [27] (b) into approximately 4- mm
disks (c)
3.4 Preparation
The thick ceramic disk was cut to desired depth using a high-speed diamond precision
saw (Pico 175, PACE Technologies, AZ, USA). The depth of 4 mm is shown in Figure 3.2.
Proceeding with grinding the cut samples using a multipurpose precision polishing machine
(UNIPOL810, MTI Corporation, CA, USA), with 320 mesh grit plate until a single and uniform
plane is achieved on both ends.
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CHAPTER 4 – LASER SYSTEM
4.1 Laser System

Figure 4.1 – 6D laser system with the Scanlab galvanometer scanner, ALIO 6DOF stage and the
fume extractor shown
The integrated laser system, (6D Laser, Boulder, CO, USA) shown in Figure 4.1, is a
diode pumped, InnoSlab laser with Yb:YAG crystal with pulse duration of 600 fs. The system is
composed of an Edgewave laser, Scanlab Galvanometer scanner and ALIO control system stage.
The ALIO control stage has 6 degrees of freedom (DOF), in the coordinates X, Y, Z, theta X
(roll), theta Y (pitch) and theta Z (yaw). The wavelength is a 1030 nm, infrared radiation (IR)
wave, this type of wave is not visible to the human eye. The 1030 nm wavelength is suitable for
machining ceramics and metals and the beam spot size is 20 µm at the target. Furthermore, the
laser system is equipped with a fume extractor (AD500 iQ, BOFA, Staunton, IL, USA).
Additional specifications about the laser system are described in Table 4.1
.
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Table 4.1 – Edgewave Laser System Specifications [32]
Wavelength (nm)
Highest beam quality M2
Max. Average power (W)
Max. Repetition rate (MHz)
Max. Pulse energy (µJ)
Min. Pulse Width (fs)
Pulse length (fs)
Energy Stability (%, rms)
Timing stability (ns)
Polarization
Beam ellipticity (far field, %)
Diameter at window (mm)
Full divergence angle (µrad)
Point stability (µrad)
Warm up time, from cold start (min)
Warm up time from standby (min)

1030
1.1
600
50
3000
400
600
1
20
>100:1
<10
3
500
<100
15
8

Figure 4.2- Close up of hexapod with specimen in place. Fume extractor nearby
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The laser system functions by initially turning on all equipment boxes (chillers,
computer, laser power supply) and letting the systems warm up for 30 minutes. The laser can
safely be turned on afterwards. The specimen is placed on the Tungsten stand and then placed in
the center of the hexapod stage as seen in Figure 4.2. The fume extractor is placed near the
sample to vacuum the excess debris and fumes. Once the sample is placed in the center, the
parameters are enabled through the computer software. It includes drawing the geometry and
setting up the drilling parameters such as repetition rate, hatch spacing, scanning speed and
power percent. The parameters are found in the test matrix developed for the specific drilling
operation. Once the drilling operation is over, the sample is briefly cleaned with a compressed air
can. Debris can settle at the bottom of the sample, where the fume extractor cannot reach.
Afterwards, the next set of drilling parameters is added to the software and drilling can occur
again.

Figure 4.3 – Tungsten printed stand used to hold Si3N4 disks
The cut sample is placed into a Tungsten printed stand as shown in Figure 4.3. It is
placed on a stand to create a space between the sample and the laser system stage. This way, the
excess material has space to settle if it cannot be picked up by the exhaust system. Additionally,
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creating the space between the sample and the stage will allow the laser to go through, without
having interference to create the outlet hole.
4.2 Laser Drilling Parameters
Fundamental parameters consist of average power, Pavg, (W) that will be measured using
a Centauri power meter (7Z01701, Ophir Optronics, MA, USA). Average power, Pavg, is defined
as the average rate of energy flow over one full period [29]. The average power, Pavg, can be used
to calculate the pulse energy, E, (J) and the peak power, Ppeak, (W) as shown in Table 4.2. The
peak power, Ppeak, is the maximum optical power output by the laser. Additionally, there exists
another type of power known as the percent power, P%; this is exclusive to the laser system
software. The percent power is an input, and the power meter outputs a reading of the average
power. Pulse energy is a measure of one pulses emission until the start of the next pulse, which is
the total optical energy content of a pulse.
Table 4.2 – Laser Pulse Parameters and Equations [12]
Pulse Parameter

Equation
f rep =

Repetition Rate

Pavg

Pulse Energy

E=

Average Power

Pavg =

Ppeak =

Peak Power

f rep

1
t

= Pavg  t

E
= E  f rep
t

Pavg
f rep 

=

Pavg  t



A lasers wavelength (nm) describes the spatial frequency of the emitted light wave.
Determining the wavelength is highly application dependent. For lasers, this parameter is
generally fixed [14]. The pulse width, τ, is the duration of one pulse ranging from ms to fs. The
pulse width is fixed and requires a change of laser system if another pulse width is needed. The
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repetition rate, frep, (Hz) is the number of pulses emitted per second; it is directly proportional to
average power [29]. The scanning speed, vs, is measured in (mm/s) and is the speed at which the
laser beam moves across the targeted surface. The spot size (µm) describes the beam diameter at
the focal length; it is commonly fixed for laser systems.

Figure 4.4 – Hatch spacing types found in 6D laser software [30]
The laser system comes equipped with a software that allows the user access to more
drilling parameters. Hatch spacing, H, (mm) is the space between two consecutive beam passes.
The hatch spacing is enabled to fill the area of a geometry. Another parameter is hatch type,
described as the pattern chosen for the geometry as shown in Figure 4.4. Some types include,
contour, lines, cross, and dots, among others. The number of repeats, n, can be increased to allow
more layers to be removed. Overall, repetition rate, hatch spacing, percent power, and scanning
speed are independent variables; peak power, average power, and pulse energy are dependent
variables. Wavelength, pulse width and beam spot are fixed for most laser systems.
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CHAPTER 5 – LASER DRILLING
5.1 Energy for Laser Drilling
The energy of laser drilling can be approximated by calculating Andrew’s number, also
referred to as area energy density (EA). The area energy density is the input energy applied to the
sample surface [32]. The ablation threshold of the material is the necessary energy needed to
ablate the material, at a certain range withing the threshold, the energy applied will have no
thermal damage onto the sample. However, there also exists a range within the ablation
threshold, where if the energy is too high, HAZ and thermal damage to the surrounding material
will occur [33].

EA =

Pavg
vs  H

n

(4)

Where, Pavg is the average laser power, vs is the scan speed, H is the hatch spacing, n is
the number of repeats. The parameters that make up the area energy density are the ones that
control the machining process. It is important to optimize the parameters for the material, if there
are two sets of parameters that give an equal energy density, it can result in two different
processing outcomes [35]. The volume energy density equation considers the layer thickness.

Ev =

Pavg
vs  H  dlayer

n

(5)

5.2 Balance Equation
To determine if the laser drilling energy is sufficient to achieve drilling, the energy
calculated from the drilling parameters must be greater than or equal to the energy of
vaporization. Equation 6 describes the inequality where the left-hand side is the energy of
drilling calculation, and the right-hand side is the energy of vaporization of silicon nitride
estimation.
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Pavg
vs  H

 n  m(CTv + Lv )

(6)

Where, Pavg is the average laser power, vs is the scan speed, H is the hatch spacing, n is
the number of repeats, m is the mass of the sample, C is the specific heat capacity, Tv is the
boiling temperature and Lv is the latent heat of vaporization. Within the equation, C, Tv, and Lv,
are the control variables since the properties do not change unless the material is replaced. The
test variables include scan speed, hatch spacing and repeats. The average power will be measured
and can only be controlled as a percentage.

Drilled
Hole
Excess
material

Figure 5.1 – Carved Out Drilling of Silicon Nitride
5.3 Initial Drilling Parameters
Initial drilling was determined from the ablation energy of silicon nitride and literature
review. One method of drilling is to not ablate any material, but to carve the target diameter, and
let the excess material fall out as demonstrated in Figure 5.1. Here the laser beam repeatedly
carves out the target diameter until there is a drilled hole and an excess material remaining. The
laser drilling parameters can be estimated given some thermal properties (boiling point, melting
point, specific heat capacity, latent heat of fusion and latent heat of vaporization).
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5.4 Scientific Approach
The scientific approach includes optimizing precision without compromising the hole. It
will constitute a hypothesis for each of the parameters for instance, hatch type, hatch spacing, the
power, scanning speed and for future work the repetition rate and how the parameters will
benefit precision.
Soltani et al ablated silicon nitride with nanosecond and picosecond lasers, it was found
that the thermal damage was reduced when the laser input energy was less than 40 J/mm2. The
study also identified the repetition rate and the scanning speed as having critical effects on the
quality of the surface [34]. This was of interest as preliminary testing showed a development of
shear lip on the material surface. As well as the surface appearing rough as the shear lip was
more prominent. The surface roughness was able to be viewed because of the 3D topographical
maps. The author also experienced effects similar to the shear lip, the recast layer reported was a
recast layer made up of trapped SiO2 particles. To mitigate this, the samples were polished
before microscopy [33]. Another study focusing on alumina and aluminum nitride (AIN)
characterized the ablation, it was discovered that material with lower thermal conductivities
results in a stronger localization of heating, which results in higher local pressures. The pressures
then cause non-circular edges and breakage [35]. Alumina has a thermal conductivity ranging
from 12-38.5 W/mK [37], silicon nitride has a thermal conductivity of 20 W/mK classifying it as
having a lower thermal conductivity, whereas the ablation of AIN had melting and solidification.
The initial laser input energy density is important to determine how much is needed to
produce deep ablations in silicon nitride. Soltani et al evaluated a range of 6.25 J/mm2 to 62.5
J/mm2. To determine the input energy density, one of the important parameters in the equation
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includes laser scanning speed. The scanning speeds evaluated varied from 1-10 mm/s; this was
an evident slower scanning speed compared to other papers [34].
Wang et al focused on the scanning speed, repetition rate, pulse duration, wavelength,
and average power to be able to drill into Alumina Ceramic. The study offered possible working
ranges for alumina ceramic; this was translated to silicon nitride since both materials share some
characteristics. It was determined that the starting power of 700 mW was not sufficient to get
through the layers of silicon nitride [38]. Although, a repetition rate greater than 100 kHz with a
high power resulted in a more uniform drilling process.
A paper by Nasrollahi et al investigated the drilled holes on Si3N4 in terms of taper angle
and cylindricity. The focus was on improving the quality by increasing the fluence and
decreasing the focal distance. The fluence is the optical energy per unit area measured in J/cm 2
[2] it is position dependent and at its highest on the beam axis. The study utilized a 1030 nm
wavelength and 100 kHz repetition rate and found that holes exhibiting better cylindricity and
lower taper angles were achieved with smaller focal distance. Although, smaller focal distances
have a risk for recast formation. Additionally, high fluence results in a high penetration depth
[39].
5.5 Test Matrix
Initially, a matrix was formed with the design of experiments approach (DOE). Herein,
ranges for each of the laser parameters (power, repetition rate, and scanning speed) were
obtained from literature and compared with the energy of drilling and the energy for vaporization
of the material. Contour is determined from the list of hatch patterns as shown in Figure 4.4,
contour is the best choice for the application. Contour fills the created geometry with uniform
spacing within the circles in this case as the hatch spacing is decreased or increased. Once a set
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of parameters achieves the drilling of the sample, specific laser parameters can be optimized.
Starting with hatch order and hatch spacing. Hatch order is separated into to inside or to outside.
The difference between the two options is either the laser beam follows the contour path starting
from the inside and works its way to the outside or the beam follows the path starting from the
outside and works its way to the inside. Parameters that will be kept constant throughout the test
matrices are described in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 – Control Variables
Parameters
Wavelength (nm)
Pulse Width (s)
Hatch Type
Drilling Type
Target Diameter (mm)

1030
6E-13
Contour
Layer
4

5.5.1 Initial Drilling
The material used for the initial drilling matrix is Material X, which has a depth of 3 mm.
The goal of the study is to determine what set of parameters can produce a through hole. The
variables that will be manipulated are the power percent, repetition rate, scanning speed, hatch
spacing and number of repeats. The matrix is shown in Table 5.2. The naming convention of the
tests are
•

TX- is the Test number

•

HI- is Hatching to inside Test number.
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Repeats
1
1
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Layer
Thickness
(mm)

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05
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0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.04

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Hatch
Spacing
(mm)

200

300

150

150

150

150

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Scanning
Speed
(mm/s)

500

500

500

400

300

200

200

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Rep. Rate
(kHz)

50
50

52.0 4

50

50

50

50

50

30

30

30

30

30

30
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Power (%)

52.04

52.04

52.04

52.04

52.04

52.04

31.22

31.22

31.22

31.22

31.22

31.22

20.816

Power (W)

HIT14

HIT13

HIT12

HIT11

HIT10

HIT9

HIT8

HIT7

HIT6

T5

T4

T3

T2

T1

Table 5.2 – Initial Drilling Test Matrix

5.5.2 Hatch Spacing
(a) To inside

(b) To outside

Figure 5.2 – Contour Pattern starting from (a) inside and (b) outside
The hatch spacing values chosen for the matrix are 0.02 mm, 0.015 mm, and 0.01 mm.
As the hatch spacing decreases, the hole precision is hypothesized to improve. If overlapping
occurs, the machined area will appear with minimal debris, and a smooth surface. The hatch
spacing matrix is shown in Table 5.3. The material used for the hatch spacing matrix is Material
X which has a 3-mm depth. Within the matrix test names, the HI-XX represents the hatch pattern
starting from the inside and working its way to the outside, with the specific hatch spacing tested.
HO-XX represents the hatch pattern starting from the outside and working its way to the inside.
The hatch pattern going from the inside and outside is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Table 5.3 – Hatch Spacing Matrix

Power (%)
Power (W)
Rep. Rate
(kHz)
Scanning
Speed (mm/s)
Hatch Spacing
(mm)
Repeats
Layer
Thickness
(mm)

HI-02

HI-015

50
52.04

To Inside
50
52.04

500

HI-01

HO-02

HO-015

HO-01

50
52.04

50
52.04

To Outside
50
52.04

50
52.04

500

500

500

500

500

150

150

150

150

150

150

0.02
4

0.015
4

0.01
4

0.02
4

0.015
4

0.01
4

0.02

0.015

0.01

0.02

0.015

0.01
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5.5.3 Percent Power and Scanning Speed
The material used for the matrix shown in Table 5.4 is Material X. The study goals for
the test matrix are to use the results from the hatch spacing test matrix and improve precision and
optimize the power. The variables changed for the test matrix are the power percent and the
scanning speed. The scanning speed is changed to 100 mm/s and kept constant through the
matrix. The naming convention for the test matrix is L1-X and L2-X, where L1 represents the
hatch spacing tested (0.015 mm) and L2 is 0.01 mm. Additionally, the X represents the power
percent assessed.
Table 5.4 – % Power and Scanning Speed Matrix on 3 mm Thick Plate
Power
(%)
Power
(W)
Rep. Rate
(kHz)
Scanning
Speed
(mm/s)
Hatch
Spacing
(mm)
Repeats
Layer
Thicknes
s (mm)

L1-50

L1-60

L1-70

L2-50

L2-60

L2-70

L1-75.5

50

60

70

50

60

70

75.5

52.04

62.45

72.86

52.04

62.45

72.86

78.58

500

500

500

500

500

500

500

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

0.015

0.015

0.015

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.015

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

0.015

0.015

0.015

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.015

Additionally, the McMaster-Carr material, with a depth of 4.2 mm, is also evaluated;
Table 5.5 shows the test matrix created for the material. The names of the test are L-015 and L01, which represent the hatch spacing tested, 0.015 and 0.01 mm, respectively.
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Table 5.5 – % Power and Scanning Speed Matrix on 4.2 mm Thick Plate
L-015

L-01

Power (%)

75.5

75.5

Power (W)

78.58

78.58

Rep. Rate (kHz)

500

500

Scanning Speed (mm/s)

100

100

0.015

0.01

4

4

0.015

0.01

Hatch Spacing (mm)
Repeats
Layer Thickness (mm)
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CHAPTER 6 – RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Characterization Tools
To characterize and evaluate the drilled hole, quantitative analysis must be performed.
This is accomplished by studying the cylindricity, taper, and taper angle. To conduct the
characterization, a Keyence VHX-970F Digital Microscope with the capabilities of measuring
dimensions and producing 3D topography maps that illustrate the taper of the hole as well as the
view the surface roughness. Future work consists of cross sectioning the sample using a
precision saw to get a better image of the taper.
Additionally, qualitative analysis is also performed, physical characteristics of the sample
are studied. This includes seeing if there is the presence of a shear lip, if there is discoloration on
the edge of the walls of the hole, as well as if there is surface roughness and finally, if the outlet
is circular or irregular in shape.
6.1.1 Microscope
For characterization, a Keyence VHX-970F Digital Microscope with magnification
ranging from 20x to 2000x will be employed to view the entrance and exit holes as well as the
cross section to analyze the walls and taper of the hole. The sample will be ultrasonically cleaned
using a Branson ultrasonic bath (3461K41, McMaster-Carr, CA, USA) for 20 minutes using a
water-based cleaning solution before microscopy to better view the holes. Finally, if needed, the
sample will be polished to eliminate the recast layer that lays around the edge of the hole.
6.1.2 Calipers
Calipers are used to the measure the depth of the sample. The sample is measured three
separate times at various locations within the sample. The recorded measurements are averaged
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for a final measurement. The averaged measurement is used within the laser software and for
quantitative analysis.

Figure 6.1 – 3D Topography of metal bead array [40]
6.1.3 3D Mapping
The Keyence Digital Microscope allows a feature for 3D Mapping. Consisting with a
sequence of z-stack images (with the inlet side-up) gathered to generate 3D maps and 2D images
with a greater depth of field. The images are captured at different heights, the depth from defocus
algorithm can calculate height location and obtain texture information. There is a differentiation
of depth based on color and texture is observed as shown in Figure 6.1 – 3D Topography of
metal bead array [40].
6.2 Measurements
6.2.1 Cylindricity
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Cylindricity is another way to measure the outcome of the exit hole. The entrance and
exit should equal 4 mm and the cylindricity will be zero. Cylindricity is determined using
Equation 7.
𝑡 = (𝐷 − 𝑑)

(7)

HAZ
DT
D
L

d
Figure 6.2 – Cross Section of Taper where D is the inlet diameter, d is the outlet diameter, L is
the depth and DT is the target diameter
6.2.2 Taper
Taper is described as a hole becoming narrower as the drilling process is occurring
resulting in a reduction of thickness at one end. Taper is visually observed as the feature starts to
develop a cone shape, as seen in Figure 6.2. This can be the result of non-uniform melting,
eroding of the hole walls, and laser power reduction as the beam goes through the hole.
Taper is determined using Equation 8 and it is measured in radians. It is important to
consider taper as a quantitative measure because producing drilled holes with low to no taper is
essential for applications such as in microelectronics or cooling holes.
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𝑇 = (𝐷 − 𝑑)/𝐿

(8)

Where, D is the inlet average diameter, d is the average outlet diameter and L is the depth
of the hole.

2t

T

D

d

α

α

h
Figure 6.3 – Taper and taper angle illustration formation of a drilled hole
6.2.3 Taper Angle
Taper angle, α, is the angle calculated from the taper as shown in Figure 6.3, it can
depend on the focal position with respect to the workpiece surface and it is calculated as follows
𝐷−𝑑
)
𝛼 = tan−1 (
2𝐿

(9)

Where, D is the inlet average diameter, d is the average outlet diameter and L is the depth
of the hole.
6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Initial Runs
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Figure 6.4 – Material X Plate used for Initial Drilling Matrix
The initial drilling matrix consisted of many tests to try to accomplish drilling as seen in
Figure 6.4. The markings on the plate represents the attempts made, before achieving a through
hole, the purpose of the initial drilling matrix is to drill through the ceramic sample without too
much emphasis on the cylindricity, taper, and taper angle resulting in zero.

Figure 6.5 – Microscopy of Successful Drilled Hole produced from Initial Drilling
The area and volume density energies are calculated from the laser drilling parameters
are shown in Table 6.1. Additionally, the energy is calculated to determine the ratio of energy
drilled to energy of vaporization of silicon nitride. From the inequality presented in Equation 6,
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where the laser drilling energy must be greater than or equal to the energy of vaporization
equation to achieve drilling, the ratio helps simplify the data. If the ratio is greater than one,
drilling has been achieved. From the results, only one test has a value larger than one. The ratio
of HI-T12 is 1.960. This test is the first successful output consisting of a power percentage of
50% (52.04 W), repetition rate of 500 kHz, scanning speed of 150 mm/s and a hatch spacing of
0.015 mm.
Microscopy of the drilled hole is shown in Figure 6.5. The hole is not a clean inlet and
outlet, the surface shows breakage and the formation of a crescent shaped shear lip and the
bottom of the inlet. For the next test matrix, which will focus on the hatch spacing, it is important
to start with the successful parameters from the initial drilling as well as include a range of hatch
spacings to further test, to include 0.02, 0.015 and 0.01 mm.
Table 6.1 – Area Energy and Volume Energy Density for Initial Drilling
HI-T6
HI-T7
HI-T8
HI-T9
HI-T10
HI-T11
HI-T12
HI-T13
HI-T14

EA (J/m2)
3.12E7
6.24E7
1.04E8
6.94E7
6.94E7
6.94E7
6.94E7
3.47E7
5.20E7

EV (J/m3)
6.24E11
1.25E12
2.08E12
1.39E12
1.39E12
1.39E12
1.39E12
6.94E11
1.04E12

Energy (J)
0.00095
0.0019
0.006
0.004
0.005
0.0053
0.02
0.002
0.004

Ratio
0.093
0.186
0.588
0.392
0.490
0.519
1.960
0.0196
0.392

6.3.2 Hatch Spacing
The ranges of the hatch spacings evaluated are 0.02, 0.015 and 0.01 mm. All tests are
done at 50% power (52.04 W), 500 kHz repetition rate, and 150 mm/s scanning speed.
Additionally, the tests are done with the hatch pattern going from inside to outside. The energy
calculated will be the same as the direction of the hatch pattern does not increase or decrease the
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energy. The area and volume energy densities are calculated, as well as the total energy and ratio
shown in Table 6.2. The ratios for the tests completed are all greater than one, concluding that
drilling was achieved for the tests. As the hatch spacing decreases, the energy increases and so
does the ratio.
Table 6.2 – Area Energy and Volume Energy Density for Hatch Spacing
HI-02
HI-015
HI-01
HO-02
HO-015
HO-01

EA (J/m2)
6.94E7
9.25E7
1.39E8
6.94E7
9.25E7
1.39E8

EV (J/m3)
3.47E12
6.17E12
1.39E13
3.47E12
6.17E12
1.39E13

Energy (J)
0.02
0.029
0.0436
0.02
0.029
0.0436

Ratio
1.96
2.84
4.27
1.96
2.84
4.27

The quantitative results from the hatch spacing are shown in Table 6.3. The target
diameter is 4 mm, and no test could produce the required outlet. The results indicated the best
test is HI-015 in terms of cylindricity, taper, and taper angle. HI-015 has the lowest values for
cylindricity, taper, and taper angle. The hatch spacing of 0.015 and 0.01 mm show better results
than the data for the hatch spacing of 0.02 mm.
Table 6.3 – Quantitative Results for Hatch Spacing
HI-02
Inlet average
diameter, D (mm)
Outlet average
diameter, d (mm)
Cylindricity, t
(mm)
Taper, T (rad)
Taper angle, α (°)

HI-015

HI-01

HO-02

HO-015

HO-01

4.000

3.970

3.990

4.004

3.991

4.009

3.143

3.265

3.250

3.155

3.207

3.271

0.857

0.705

0.740

0.849

0.784

0.738

0.285

0.235

0.247

0.283

0.261

0.246

8.127

6.701

7.087

8.053

7.444

7.012
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
Figure 6.6 – Microscopy of hatch spacing, (a) is to inside at 0.02 mm (HI-02), (b) is to outside at
0.02 mm (HO-02), (c) is to inside at 0.015 mm (HI-015), (d) is to outside at 0.015 mm (HO-015),
(e) is to inside at 0.01 mm (HI-01) and (f) is to outside at 0.01 mm (HO-01)
The microscopy of the hatch spacing is shown in Figure 6.6. The red arrows represent the
shear lip forming on the left side of the inlet hole. Similar to the results seen in the initial drilling
hole, the presence of the shear lip persisted throughout the hatch spacing test matrix.
Additionally, there is some discoloration present in the edges of the inlet holes; this can be
attributed to the increase of power and energy onto the surface. The outlet holes for the hatch
spacing of 0.02 and 0.015 mm show circular exits with some elongation and edge roughness. The
outlet holes drilled at 0.01 mm are irregular in shape, although it is predicted that increasing the
power can result in better precision for the outlet hole. The best results are seen when the hatch
spacing is starting from the outer contour and works its way to the inside. Moving forward with
future matrix will focus on keeping the hatch pattern to inside.
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6.3.3 Power Percent/ Scanning Speed
The hatch spacing matrix results revealed the optimal hatch spacings to be 0.015
mm and 0.01 mm. The power for the matrix was increased from 50%, 60%, and 70% for
both hatch spacings, and 75.5% for 0.015 mm hatch spacing. Additionally, the scanning
speed is decreased from 150 mm/s to 100 mm/s. It is hypothesized having a slower
scanning speed can help improve the quality of the surface, since the shear lip is present
in all prior tests, hence it could be tested with this set of parameters. Material X is used
for the test matrix where the power percentages are assessed, the average energy densities
and energy is shown in Table 6.4. The ratios are all greater than one, meaning drilling
was achieved. The ratios are larger than past ones, since the power percentage is
increasing, resulting in more energy being focused on the sample.
Table 6.4 – Area and Volume Energy Density: Scanning Speed/ Power % Matrix at 3 mm
L1-50
L1-60
L1-70
L1-75.5
L2-50
L2-60
L2-70

EA (J/m2)
1.39E8
1.67E8
1.94E8
2.10E8
2.08E8
2.5E8
2.91E8

EV (J/m3)
9.25E12
1.11E13
1.30E13
1.40E13
2.08E13
2.50E13
2.91E13

Energy (J)
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.09
0.063
0.065
0.078

Ratio
3.92
4.90
5.88
8.82
6.17
6.37
7.64

The quantitative results are described in Table 6.5. It is observed that L1-75.5 is the best
hole in terms of cylindricity, taper, and taper angle. The cylindricity is -0.166 mm, taper is -0.055
and taper angle is -1.584°. The results exceed the target of zero, this is because the outlet is
larger than the inlet. The inlet measured 3.592 mm and the outlet measured 3.758 mm; this is the
greatest outlet measured. Additionally, L1-70 showed improving results, the cylindricity for the
test is 0.310 mm, taper is 0.201 and taper angle is 2.957°. The inlet and outlet measures 4.025
and 3.715 mm, respectively.
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Table 6.5 – Quantitative Results Scanning Speed/ Power % Matrix at 3 mm

L1-50

L1-60

L1-70

L1-75.5

L2-50

L2-60

L2-70

Inlet average
diameter, D (mm)
Outlet average
diameter, d (mm)
Cylindricity, t
(mm)

4.05

4.037

4.025

3.592

4.01

3.981

4.009

3.246

3.432

3.715

3.758

3.242

3.545

3.639

0.804

0.604

0.310

-0.166

0.768

0.436

0.370

Taper, T (rad)

0.268

0.201

0.103

-0.055

0.256

0.0145

0.123

Taper angle, α (°)

7.632

5.757

2.957

-1.584

7.294

4.156

3.528
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Shear lip

Shear lip

(a)

(b)

Shear lip

Shear lip

(c)

(d)

Shear lip

(e)

(f)

Shear lip
(g)
Figure 6.7 – Microscopy of Power percent for Material X, (a) is L1-50, (b) is L2-50, (c) is L1-60,
(d) is L2-60, (e) is L1-70, (f) is L2-70, and (g) is L1-75.5
The shear lip is also found in the following tests. The largest shear lip is observed in L175.5 shown in Figure 6.7 (g). L1-70 does not show the full development of a shear lip, it appears
as little to none formed. Additionally the surface appears free of discoloration and debris. L1-70
is the best test produced visually. The outlet circles show an improvement starting from 50% to
75.5%, fortifying the hypothesis that increasing the power will yield in precise outlet holes.
Starting from 60% power, the outlet holes begin to appear more circular, and the edges are
smooth.
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(a)

Shear lip

(b)
Figure 6.8 – Quantitative results for McMaster-Carr Plate, (a) is L-015 and (b) is L-01
Quantitative results showed the best power percent in terms of cylindricity, taper and
taper angle to be 75.5%. The next set of tests completed are done on the McMaster-Carr plate.
The plate has a depth of 4.2 mm, the energy densities and ratio are shown in Table 6.6. Since the
ratios are greater than one, drilling is achieved.
Table 6.6 – Area and Volume Energy Density: Scanning Speed/ Power % Matrix at 4.2 mm
L-015
L-01

EA (J/m2)
2.10E8
3.14E8

EV (J/m3)
1.40E13
3.14E13
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Energy (J)
0.06
0.09

Ratio
5.88
8.82

The quantitative results are observed in Table 6.7. The inlet diameters measured larger
than the 4 mm. The outlet holes did not measure 4 mm, although the material has a depth of 4.2
mm. The presence of the shear lip formed only on L-01 is crescent shaped and located in the left
side of the hole. L-015 has a clean inlet hole with no excess debris or discoloration. The outlet
holes for L-015 and L-01 are both round and clean as seen in Figure 6.8. L-01 has the best results
in terms of cylindricity, taper and taper angle, but L-015 has the best quality in the qualitative
observations.
Table 6.7 – Quantitative Results Scanning Speed/ Power % Matrix at 4.2 mm
L-015
4.049
3.401
0.648
0.154
4.411

Inlet average diameter, D (mm)
Outlet average diameter, d (mm)
Cylindricity, t (mm)
Taper, T (rad)
Taper angle, α (°)

L-01
4.080
3.553
0.527
0.125
3.589

Overall, 75.5% power is not the optimal power since no test produced an outlet of 4 mm
and a cylindricity, taper, and taper angle of zero. Qualitative results showed L-015 as the best
hole based on the physical observations such as minimal to no shear lip formation. Rescaling the
geometry is necessary to account for under sizing, since the inlet holes measured greater than 4
mm. Additionally, increasing the power does result in greater precision and larger features.
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CHAPTER 7 – CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusion
The research consisted of using a femtosecond laser system to drill 4 mm holes on silicon
nitride. Silicon nitride is a hard and brittle material with applications in research and industry,
thus it is important to use a non-contact machining process that will result is minimal cracks, and
thermal effects. The objectives of the research were to estimate the energy for vaporization of
Si3N4 and calculate the energy for drilling for the test matrices. Another objective was to find
optimal parameters which were the hatch spacing, scanning speed, and power percent. This was
accomplished by finding an initial set of parameters that could successfully machine through
silicon nitride. Another test matrix focusing on the hatch spacing was designed, resulting in
forming the last test matrix focusing on scanning speed and power percentage.
From the power percentage/scanning speed test matrix, it is determined that increasing
the power results in better outlet holes in terms of cylindricity, taper, and taper angle. Increasing
power yields more energy, which can result in a larger presence of the shear lip and more
discoloration. It is determined that the hatch spacing affects the precision, as the hatch spacing
decreased, the inlet and the outlet holes visually appeared circular. The quantitative results also
show a decrease in cylindricity, taper, and taper angle.
7.2 Future Work
Future work in this study is focused on designing a test matrix focused on the repetition
rate. Optimizing repetition rate, may overall improve precision of the drilled hole. Another focus
would be to focus on depth once precision is optimized. Additionally, polishing the surface of
the drilled hole may reduce the presence of the shear lip.
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APPENDIX A: FULL MICROSCOPY
Hatch Spacing Microscopy for Material X

HI-02

HI-015

HI-01
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HO-02

HO-015

HO-01
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Scanning Speed/ Power % for Material X

L1-50

L2-50

L1-60

L2-60

L1-70

L2-70
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L1-75.5
Scanning Speed/ Power % for Material McMaster-Carr

L-01-Top View

L-01-Side View
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